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We present an experimental demonstration of a practical nondeterministic quantum optical amplification
scheme that employs two mature technologies, state comparison and photon subtraction, to achieve
amplification of known sets of coherent states with high fidelity. The amplifier uses coherent states as a
resource rather than single photons, which allows for a relatively simple light source, such as a diode
laser, providing an increased rate of amplification. The amplifier is not restricted to low amplitude states.
With respect to the two key parameters, fidelity and the amplified state production rate, we demonstrate
significant improvements over previous experimental implementations, without the requirement of
complex photonic components. Such a system may form the basis of trusted quantum repeaters in
nonentanglement-based quantum communications systems with known phase alphabets, such as quantum
key distribution or quantum digital signatures.
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Classical electromagnetic signals can, in principle, be
amplified by any gain factor without being compromised
by noise, allowing transmission losses to be overcome and
signals to be transmitted further. Many systems trans-
mitting signals using quantum states (e.g., quantum key
distribution, QKD [1], or quantum digital signatures [2,3])
could benefit from amplification. Unfortunately, perfect
deterministic amplification of an unknown quantum optical
signal is impossible [4]. Any attempt to amplify introduces
noise—the minimum amount of which is limited by the
uncertainty principle [5]—overwhelming any quantum
properties that the signal has. For example, an erbium
doped fiber amplifier introduces noise via the spontaneous
emission process [6].
Nondeterministic amplifiers work in postselection [7]—
the amplified output is accepted conditional on a meas-
urement outcome, or otherwise discarded. The original
scheme was based on the quantum-scissors device [8] and
further protocols were proposed [9–12], some based
on photon addition and subtraction [9] and on noise
addition and photon subtraction [10,11]. Several were later
experimentally realized [13–17]. Each scheme has advan-
tages and disadvantages. The quantum-scissors- and
photon-addition-based experiments require single-photon
sources, limiting high-fidelity output to a set of states with
limited overlap with the two-photon state. Cascading
devices would circumvent this limitation, as would using
quantum scissors with two photons as input [11]. Single-
photon generation is still a challenging proposition that
offers low photon fluxes [18], and the success probability is
low, making cascading impractical. Research continues
into improving heralded photon source amplifiers for
measurement device independent QKD [19–21]. The
noise-addition scheme removes the requirement for single
photons and works well as a phase concentrator, but the
fidelity of the output state compared to a perfectly ampli-
fied version of the input state is typically low [10,12,16].
For example, for a coherent state with mean input photon
number of 0.25 and an intensity gain of twofold, the
theoretical fidelity of the output to the target amplified state
is ≈0.8, while the vacuum state has a fidelity of more than
0.6 with the target. Generally, these systems exhibit a trade-
off between fidelity and gain.
Here, we demonstrate experimentally our protocol [22]
that, using coherent light sources, linear optical compo-
nents, and commercial photodetectors, can amplify coher-
ent states of any experimentally reasonable amplitude
chosen from a limited set, using the established techniques
of nondemolition comparison [23] and photon subtraction
[24]. The operation of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1
[25]. Beam splitter BS1 and detector D0 perform the
comparison between an input coherent state to be amplified
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(chosen randomly from a known set) and a selected guess
state. Guess states are chosen randomly from a set so that
each interferes destructively with one of the possible input
states to produce a vacuum state at D0. For known trans-
mission alphabets it is logical to limit the alphabet of the
guess. If the guess is correct, the transmitted fraction of the
input state interferes destructively with the reflected frac-
tion of the guess state, D0 does not fire (assuming no
spurious counts), and the light passes BS2. For incorrect
guesses some light leaks into D0, where it may or may not
cause a count, as low amplitude states have a large overlap
with the vacuum. The nonfiring of D0 is taken as an
imperfect indication that the guess and input states are
matched.
The postselected output of the comparison beam splitter
is a reasonable, approximate version of the amplified input
state but inclusion of a second stage, comprising a highly
transmitting beam splitter BS2 and a detectorD1 to perform
photon subtraction, improves the fidelity. A small fraction
of the incident light is reflected intoD1. When this detector
fires it is likely that the output of the first interferometer was
of a higher mean photon number. This increases the purity
of the output state, cleaning it of lower mean photon
number states produced by incorrect guesses at the com-
parison stage. The nominal gain of the whole device is
g ¼ t2=r1 (see Fig. 1).
Our approach has similarities, but also differences, with
the schemes mentioned earlier. We rely on the addition of
coherent light to the input using a beam splitter, similar to
Ref. [17]. Unlike quantum-scissors-based devices that
require single photons, or incoherent devices that use noisy
fields, ours is designed to exploit the phase coherence of
coherent states. Its operation relies on the interference of
the input and guess coherent states and it will not work
significantly for an incoherent guess state. It is therefore
fundamentally different to the noise-addition approach,
where the noise is an incoherent source [10,16] and a
phase reference between the state to be amplified and the
noise field is not necessary [10,16,17]. Noise-addition
experiments use photon number resolving detectors to
improve the fidelity while our approach operates with
simpler single-photon triggering detectors. These are the
main differences and simplifications that give our method
an advantage [10,16,20].
We generate input states by attenuating the output of a
diode laser [25] to the desired mean photon number per
pulse jαj2, where α is the coherent amplitude. These states
are fed into a system comprised of two interferometers
assembled from 5 μm core diameter polarization maintain-
ing fiber [31], the outer of which performs an analysis
measurement on the amplified states by interfering the
output states with a copy of the target state jgαi with a
classical visibility of 92.24% at detectors DA and DB.
In the current realization the states are interfered at a
50∶50 beam splitter, so the input and guess sets have the
same mean photon number. Experimental imperfections
mean that the phase profile of the guess consists of a narrow
spread of phases centered on the expected value. The input
also exhibits a slight spread of values (in our experiment
1.6 × 10−3 radians). The inner interferometer and detector
D0 perform the state comparison with an unconditioned
classical visibility of 92.41%. Photon subtraction is per-
formed using BS2 ðt2Þ2∶ðr2Þ2 ¼ 90∶10, with the 10%
reflecting to detector D1. Generation of an amplified state
is heralded by the absence of a detection event atD0 and the
presence of a detection event at D1. Thus, our simple
implementation produces a device with a uniform nominal
intensity gain of 1.8 over a range of input amplitudes, unlike
schemes based on photon addition and subtraction [9,15].
The quality of the amplified output depends on the set of
possible input states. We choose coherent states with mean
amplitudes selected symmetrically on circles in the Argand
plane. We present results for input sets fjα exp ð2mπ=NÞig,
for N ¼ 2, N ¼ 4, and N ¼ 8, with m ¼ 0;…; N − 1. The
results for the last two of these sets approach closely those
of the phase-covariant set covering the entire circle.
In Fig. 2(a) we show the outer analysis interferometer
visibility for the two-state set as a function of input mean
photon number. We plot separately the visibilities for the
output of the amplifier in three cases: when it is fully
unconditioned, conditioned only on state comparison (only
on D0 not firing), and conditioned on both comparison and
subtraction (on both D0 not firing and D1 firing). As
expected the state comparison works better with increasing
mean photon numbers. The photon-subtraction step cleans
the state further so that the visibility is nearly ideal. This
almost-perfect output is only possible with a single sub-
traction stage as the subtraction effectively excludes the
wrong state reaching the outer interferometer.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Experimental implementation of the
quantum optical state comparison amplifier and output state
analyzer. The system comprises two interferometers. Each D
denotes a silicon single-photon detector [30]; VCSEL denotes a
vertical cavity surface emitting laser and PRF the pulse repetition
frequency of the laser. (b) Eight possible input coherent states.
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Figures 2(b)–2(d) show the target output state fraction
(TSF) and the output fidelities for N ¼ 2, 4, and 8. The
state fraction is the proportion of times that the device
produces the target state jgαi. We calculate this from our
measured counts using the procedure outlined in Sec. II of
the Supplemental Material [25]. Without the conditioning
imposed by the device for the two-, four-, and eight-state
sets these percentages would be 50%, 25%, and 12.5%, but
the amplification has increased these values to >95%,
≈60%, and ≈30%, respectively.
As well as increasing the target state fraction the state
comparison amplifier reduces the relative probabilities of
states with amplitudes further from the target state. For the
four- and eight-state sets this increases the fidelity without
contributing to the target state fraction. For each set we
provide an estimate of the fidelity of the output compared to
the nominal target output state. The estimate is obtained on
the basis that the device only produces a limited set of states
and on the measured counts in the outer interferometer [25].
The detectors were operated in Geiger mode [18] and
therefore output a fixed electrical signal irrespective of the
number of photons in a nonvacuum pulse, resulting in a
reduced fidelity at larger jαj2 [25].
The plots show that the fidelity of the amplifier system
presented here compares well with previous demonstra-
tions of nondeterministic amplifiers. We emphasize that the
theoretical performance of the state comparison amplifier
for the phase-covariant input state set is similar to that for
the four-and eight-state sets. For the four-state set the
conditioning increases the fidelity from an expected value
for unconditioned output of 0.65, for a mean input photon
number of ≈ 0.5, to >0.8. For the eight-state set the
unconditioned state should have a fidelity with the target
state of 0.82 for a mean input photon number of 0.21. It is
clear that the state comparison amplifier increases the value
significantly, to >0.9. For all three input state sets the
fidelity is greatly increased across the whole range of
photon numbers.
In the Supplemental Material [25] we provide a table
which compares our amplifier with three previously imple-
mented amplifiers, the scissors-based, noise-addition-
based, and photon-addition- and subtraction-based
amplifiers at similar gains and input mean photon numbers.
These all have different characteristics, but we can sum-
marize the results simply by saying that the state compari-
son amplifier provides a significantly higher fidelity than
all of the other amplifiers if we restrict the alphabet to
N ¼ 2. This is mainly because the other implementations
are phase covariant and so do not take advantage of limited
bases. For N ¼ 4 and N ¼ 8 the photon-addition and
subtraction amplifier can provide a slightly better fidelity
than the state comparison amplifier. In the Supplemental
Material [25] we also plot another figure of merit for our
amplifier, the equivalent input noise. We find that it is
negative, within the range disallowed for normal amplifiers.
In all cases our lack of complex quantum resources gives
us an advantage over these amplifiers in terms of success
rate. The nominal success probability of our device is high
(comparable to other nondeterministic amplification meth-
ods), depending on the input mean photon number, the
number of states in the set, and the operating parameters of
the photon detectors, but this is not the main advantage of
the state comparison amplifier. Because our amplifier uses
only the light from a laser diode as a resource the high
success probability translates into a high rate of real time
success (Fig. 3) making high-quality transmission of
quantum information at large data rates possible. For
example, for the two-state set and jαj2 ¼ 0.94, we obtain
more than 26 k s−1 almost perfectly amplified states,
corresponding to a measured success probability of 2.6%
[22]. For perfectly efficient detectors and no internal losses
the maximum theoretical success probability at this mean
photon number is 9.9%. The rate can be increased by
reducing losses or increasing the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF). The technological limitation in our system is the
count rate limit of the detectors. We can compare the
(a) (b)
(d)(c)
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Experimental and fitted theoretical
visibilities at the outer interferometer for N ¼ 2. The dotted grey
curve is for the unconditioned output, the dashed orange curve for
output conditioned on D0 not firing, and the solid red curve for
D0 not firing and D1 firing. Typical standard error in the
measurements is 0.05. (b)–(d) Fraction of the target state in
the output and fidelity. The subfigures represent the fractions of
the target state in the output of the state comparison amplifier
(squares) and the fidelity of the output state to the target state jgαi
(dots) as a function of input photon number. (b) The two-state set,
(c) the four-state set, and (d) the eight-state set. The jαj2 ¼ 0.0033
point for the eight-state set has been omitted as the low number of
overall counts renders this unreliable. In (b) the paler colored
diamonds represent the partially conditioned case that considers
only D1 firing and ignores D0 events. The standard error, shown
for the correct state fraction, decays quickly with mean photon
number. Standard errors for the fidelity are small: typically
0.0003 for N ¼ 2, 0.0022 for N ¼ 4, and 0.0013 for
N ¼ 8. Lines are theoretical best-fit curves based on experimental
parameters.
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success rate to those in other amplifier experiments.
Systems using down-conversion to produce single photons
run at a relatively low rate of pair production. For example,
in Ref. [13] the rate of pair production was 2.5 k s−1, so the
success probability of the scheme together with detection
losses mean success rates will be significantly lower
than this. The systems in Refs. [14,15] also use down-
conversion, and so their rates will be of the same order. The
success probability of the coherent noise addition/photon
subtraction experiment is similar to ours for a single sub-
traction, but of course lower for multiple subtractions [17].
One further comparison that we can make is with a
“classical amplifier” using unambiguous state discrimina-
tion (USD) [32–34] to determine the phase of the coherent
states without error. This approach offers the potential of
arbitrarily large amplification by creating coherent states
with the same phase as the input states, but with any desired
magnitude. In previous work [3] we have shown that
experimental USD for N ¼ 4 has a very small success
probability for the same input amplitudes. This USD
success probability decreases with increasing number of
phases so the system presented here will always perform
better by this measure.
Our system operates proficiently but could be improved
if detectorsD0 andD1 had higher quantum efficiency (QE).
Awavelength of 850 nm was selected due to the availability
of comparatively easy to operate high QE, low dark noise
semiconductor photodetectors at this wavelength [18,35].
In this demonstration the mean QE across the detectors was
40.5%. As the main conditioning parameter is an event at
D1, a low QE here results in the increased rejection of
correctly amplified states while a high dark count rate will
result in a fraction of the incorrectly amplified states being
mistakenly accepted. A low QE for D1 has no effect on the
fidelity for N ¼ 2 and slightly improves the fidelity of the
subtraction operation for N ¼ 4 and N ¼ 8. The cost is a
reduced success rate.
The QE and dark count rate of D0 are also important
although the acceptance and rejection cases are reversed
with respect to D1. Low efficiency of D0 amounts to
performing the state comparison with coherent states of
lower amplitude, with increased vacuum components. It
therefore reduces the comparison effect by rendering the
compared quantum states less orthogonal. This decreases
the fidelity for N ¼ 4 and N ¼ 8. The mean raw dark count
rate of each detector was 296 s−1 which became 8 s−1 after
gating. Thus, the mean dark count rate per pulse per
detector is 8 × 10−6, which is negligible for all reasonable
input amplitudes.
The visibility of the interference process at BS1 in Fig. 1
also contributes to the efficiency of system operation. Poor
visibility at BS1 will result in the incorrect rejection of
correctly amplified states when conditioning at D1 is taken
into account. As visibilities can typically be made high in
comparison to most values of QE the contribution is less
significant.
In summary, we demonstrated a simple method of
amplifying coherent states with high fidelity and success
rate unsurpassed by other methods. Previous experimental
demonstrations of nondeterministic amplifiers used added
random noise or required complex resources like single-
photon sources or photon number resolving detectors,
whereas we use coherent states and commercially available
single-photon detectors. A significant advantage of the
system is that the rate of successful operation of the
amplifier is the product of the amplifier success probability
and the PRF of the laser—a feature that nondeterministic
amplifiers based on the addition of single photons cannot
replicate without the development of a rapid-fire synchro-
nizable source.
The system could be improved to operate at higher gains
by using a lower reflectivity BS1, at cost to the fidelity.
The gain would increase since a greater fraction of the input
and guess state amplitudes would reach the unmeasured
output of BS1. The success rate is largely determined by
the photon-subtraction rate, which is proportional to
the intensity in this arm, so this would increase too. The
consequent drop in fidelity would occur because the
amplitude of the fraction of incorrect states in the output
of BS1 would increase. Thus the incorrect fraction would
more frequently pass the photon-subtraction test. The
fidelity reduction can be offset by the inclusion of multiple
photon-subtraction stages, a technique shown to be effec-
tive in other experiments [16]. BS2 controls both the gain
and success rate, but not fidelity. Higher transmission
provides higher gain, but lower success rate, and vice versa.
The system has many possible applications. It could be
used in the sharing of quantum phase references [36].
FIG. 3 (color online). The success rate of the amplifier
corresponds to the gated count rate at the D1 detector when
D0 does not fire and is shown for the two-state set as a function of
input photon number. The success rates for the four- and eight-
state sets follow that for N ¼ 2 closely. The line represents a
theoretical best-fit curve based on experimental parameters.
As our laser clock rate is set at 1 MHz a success rate of 105
corresponds to an experimental success probability of 10%.
Our maximum measured probability is 2.6%.
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Additionally, it could operate as a trusted quantum repeater
in nonentanglement-based quantum communications sys-
tems with known phase alphabets, such as QKD [1] or
quantum digital signatures [2,3], increasing the transmis-
sion distance of such systems.
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